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TOP 5 PERENNIALS
These are my top 5 perennials that I have in my garden and that I use over
and over again in my clients' gardens. They are easy to look after, look
great and come back year after year - what more can you ask for!
GEUM 'PRINSES JULIANA'
SPRING

GERANIUM 'BROOKSIDE'
SUMMER

Now I’m not usually a fan of orange and
yellow plants or flowers, but I have to
admit that there is something very
appealing about them when we have lower
light levels in either Spring or Autumn.
Geum Prinses Juliana has a brightness and
lightness to it that is lovely to see. The
flowers are held on tall stalks above the
lush green foliage. Once the flowers have
gone over simply cut the long flower stalk
back to its base to encourage repeat
flowering. After spring the foliage just
blends in with everything else in the
border. These reliably come back year after
year with very little effort.

I love hardy geraniums and by these I mean
the true geraniums, not the ones the garden
centres call geraniums – that are really
pelargoniums, which can’t last through a
winter. These hardy geraniums cover a
wide variety of colours, foliage and aspect –
there really is a geranium for every place in
your garden. This one takes up a good
space in a border and is tolerant of most
conditions, flowering reliably from late
spring through to mid summer when it can
start looking a bit untidy or tired. At this
point cut it back hard and it will come back
within a week or two and fill your border
with more foliage and flowers.
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SALVIA NEMEROSA
'OSTFRIESLAND' SUMMER

There are so many salvias available to buy and as
part of the sage family with their scented foliage
it can be hard to know which ones to choose.
Some sages are hardier than others, with some
plants no able to withstand our Winters.
However, Salvia nemorosa ‘Ostfriesland’ is one I
use again and again as a reliable plant that fills a
good front/mid border spot. It attracts both bees
and butterflies and stands up well if we get any
heavy rain showers. The only maintenance it
requires is a little deadheading in Summer if you
wish and maybe a quick tidy up of any dead
foliage in the early Spring.

ANEMONE HYBRIDA '
SEPTEMBER CHARM' AUTUMN
I am often told by my clients that their gardens
struggle to look good after the height of Summer.
If that is your situation then you should add
Anemone hybrida ‘September Charm’ to your
border. This is another super easy, reliable plant
that comes back year after year. It bulks up nicely
taking up a good space in your border. Its soft
pink flowers blend with pretty much every flower
scheme and it has nice lush foliage. Again
deadhead if you wish, but I quite like the look of
the spent flowers and have been known to cut and
dry them and add to flower arrangements or even
spray them and add to Christmas wreaths. Other
than that a quick tidy up of the foliage in Spring
and that is all it requires.

PENSTEMON 'RAVEN'
MID SUMMER/AUTMUN
Another genus of plant that I love because
they are easy to look after and now come in a
huge variety of colours. However, this
wonderful soft mauve Penstemon will suit
most colour schemes in your garden and will
not offend anyone. It starts flowering in mid
Summer and it has been known in my garden
to keep going until December. If you want to
encourage more flowering, simply cut or snap
off the spent flower stalks. Do not cut this
plant back until new shoots have appeared at
the base in early Spring and this plant will
continue to flower reliably year after year

